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INSTITUTE FOR THE PROMOTION OF DISABLED
MANPOWER
Welcome to the re-vamped IPDM Newsletter!

WHAT IS IPDM ?

There have been several changes to the organisation since October 2017. The
new Newsletter is just another step to a face-lift that we have planned. Since
you are associated with IPDM, we thought that you should receive a copy of
the Newsletter.

An association of like-minded people
who come together to share ideas
and resources, discuss, plan and work
towards the common goal of enabling
people with disabilities to develop
their work potential and obtain suitable and sustainable employment.

If you would like to contribute any material to the Newsletter or to unsubscribe, please contact the Co-ordinator on coordinator.ipdm@gmail.com.

Changing Mindsets:
An Exploration in Education
Sensitisation

“THE CHAIR, EVERYONE”
It’s mere days after the second of our Capacity Building Meetings with me as chairperson. From what I’ve seen through the planning, preparation, and execution of the
meeting, at no stage did I have any doubts that we would all benefit from the networking, intellectual discussion, and debates that took place and will inevitably continue in the coming months. I sincerely hope that we can come together for events like
these and celebrate our individual and collective achievements.
Recently, you all should have received a
formal invitation to the September 2018
Annual General Meeting & Capacity
Building Meeting. If it’s anything like our
June 2018 CBM, I have every confidence
that the event will be memorable and we
will be better-off for attending. Should
you wish to know more, please contact
Cleone Jordan’s replacement, Aidan Bizony, for more information on coordinator.ipdm@gmail.com.
As much as these kinds of events bring me great joy, it is with a heavy heart that I take
this opportunity to say a public and heart-felt farewell to Cheryl Harper, a member of
the Executive Committee and former-Vice-Chairperson, who has decided to step down
for personal reasons as well as Cleone Jordan, the former Administrator, who chose
not to renew her contract with is. I know that I can speak on behalf of the whole Executive when I wish Cheryl and Cleone well with their future endeavours and hope that
they can, in some way, remain part of the IPDM community.
While I accept that we may not all be able to attend the upcoming meeting in September, as is the nature of a busy, twenty-first-century life, I cannot help but hope to see
you all at the combined AGM/CBM in the coming months.
Kind regards and very best wishes,
Shanaaz Abdol
Chairperson

Earlier this month, Aidan Bizony, as a
representative of Altitude Skills Development, was invited to JEQ to
deliver three informal lectures on
Disability to the entire student body
across their three campuses.
Bizony centered the series around
shifts in the education surrounding
disability - a process he believes to
be the lynchpin behind the perception of disability. Rather than arguing
why “disabled people are social
equals,” he argued why the criteria
through which disability is conventionally defined can be all-inclusive,
even including the non-disabled population. At first glance, this may seem
somewhat unusual but considering
that, fundamentally, a person is
deemed to be disabled if they have
limitations in some way and, by extension, are different to those who
do not have those limitations, then
the idea of ‘disability as a mechanism
for an “I-can’t” mentality and as a
point of difference does not hold
water to the same extent. In other
words, Bizony highlighted that while
the Disabled Community may function differently within society on a
superficial level, they have just as
much right to be treated to a fullyfledged, unhindered life as any other
person.
Ultimately, though, one must remember that while it is natural for
humans to discriminate, Disability is
perhaps the only entity that truly
does not discriminate between those
it affects. For us to unduly discriminate against the Disabled Community, then, discriminates against our
entire species.

academic in England specialising
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FANIE DU TOIT

OLD IPDM—NEW FACES
GAVIN MAGGOT
Following the departure of Cheryl Harper, DWDE's Gavin Maggott has assumed the role of Vice-Chairperson.
FANIE DU TOIT
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TERMINOLOGIES AND APOLOGIES
An article from the disability diaries
* Disclaimer: These are my personal views on the topic and they cannot and should not be taken as being universal to everyone in the Disabled
Community. *
Given that I was born with a disability, I've never known life any differently. It's happening a lot less frequently now but I used to get asked by people something a long the lines of "Isn't there a cure for it?" or "If you could, would you get rid of the disability?". The answer to the first question is
a flat out "no" given current medical science. The answer to the second, however, is a little less clear-cut. Yes, disability comes with its own challenges but, then again, it's all I've known. To change that, then, would be to change everything I know about myself and the world around me and,
challenges aside, I'm quite happy with my life.
This same conundrum is brought up when someone hears I'm in a wheelchair and almost reflexively jumps to "I'm sorry" type responses. Yes, I understand why you'd say this in terms of the challenges that I face on a daily basis but, at the same time, those challenges have always been a part of
me, it's all I've known. While it would be nice to make some things easier, they're no harder than they've always been, no harder than I've expected
them to be. Since I've grown up with my disability guiding the way I do things in life, my disability is not so much a hindrance that affects me as it is
a defining part of my identity as a person.
'Disabled' v. 'Differently-Abled'
While I'm on the topic of Disability and Identity I think it's time for me to shed some light on the terminology and how I see/use them in case some
people may take offense to the way I use certain words or phrases. Given that this is an account of my personal experiences I think it's only fair that
I use terminology, both here and throughout the blog, that reflects my personal views towards terminology etc. in the Disability World. That said,
some people disagree with me on some/all of these points (and that's fine) so please be wary of which terms you use around people. There are only
three terms I want to draw your attention to (this far): 'disabled', 'handicapped', and 'people with disabilities'.
The first, and perhaps more 'controversial' one for lack of a better word, is 'Disabled' versus 'Differently-abled'. Personally, I prefer 'disabled' for the
simple reason that it is (a) the first term I was introduced to on the topic and, (b) I don't see the term as derogatory in the way some people I know
do but that's just me. While a word like 'handicapped' I used to take great offense to when I was younger but, after high school I stopped finding as
offensive for two main reasons
Why is 'handicapped' such a common term?
While a word like 'handicapped' I used to take great offense to when I was younger but, after high school I stopped finding as offensive for two main
reasons: I studied French in high school and the French word for disabled is simply 'un handicap' and, secondly, it's an accepted term in both golf
and croquet (the latter being something I grew up with seeing as my father plays it and I'd spend some time watching the game although never
playing it myself) which simply helped to illustrate the player's ability. Yes, it can suggest that a person is limited in some way but, in truth, aren't
we all? It just so happens that a significant limitation of mine happens to be my balance. That said, it is not a term that I'd use myself or, where
avoidable, like people to use in reference to me because I understand the stigma that can be associated with it but I can understand why people
might use it and I don't get as angry about its use as I used to.
'Person with a Disability' v. 'Disabled Person'
Thirdly and finally, 'Disabled People' or 'People with Disabilities'. I'd have to go with 'Disabled People' every time. Why? By using 'People with Disabilities' you distance the disability from the person both in your use of language and in practice. Maybe this view on is a product of my being born
disabled but the way I see it, my disability as helped shape my identity and who I am as a person. To distance the disability from me, then, as if it
was something I 'caught' like a disease feels as though you're suggesting my disability (something intrinsic to who I am) is somehow wrong or needs
'fixing' rather than you letting me identify as a Disabled Person.
I know that some people feel differently about this and they are entitled to see it that way but, at the same time, it is not how I see it and we are
going to have to agree to disagree. If you're unsure as to which a disabled person prefers to use, there is no harm in asking. Remember, though,
that things like this are deeply personal so respect whichever answer they give you.

A LOOK BACK:
“EMPLOYERS MEET WORKSEEKERS”
JUNE 2018’S CAPACITY BUILDING MEETING

BOARD MEMBERS
SAADIQAH BARENDS
Saadiqah Ariefdien is a 26 year old BCom student
at Unisa specialising in Human Resource Management and Finance.
Her passion is to empower persons living with
disabilities and providing them with a purpose and
allowing them to realise their full potential in order
for them to contribute positively towards society.
She is also a wife and mother and her 7 year old
son is the reason she wakes up every morning and
realise her purpose.
Her business has overcome the 5 year small business fail point hurdle which is a huge achievement.

SHANAAZ ABDOL
Shanaaz Abdol, Managing Director of Altitude Skills Development (Pty) Ltd (ASD),
has been involved in the Disability Sector
for several years.
In addition to her job as ASD’s Managing
Director, Shanaaz has recently completed
her Postgraduate Diploma in Disability
Studies at the University of Cape Town.
For many years Shanaaz has been active in
managing learnerships for persons with
disabilities through companies such as Extrinsic and ASD. ASD’s mission to strive for
equality in the workplace for the Disabled
Community in Cape Town has become her
own as she continues striving for equality
not just with employment but in a broader,
all-inclusive sense. She has become a paragon of Disability Equality in the Workforce.

CONTACT DETAILS:
Corner Cotte and Govan Mbeki road
Lansdowne 7780
021 761 5321
Chairperson.ipdm@gmail.com

Saadiqah's goal is to start a training facility for
woman with disabilities to enable them to gain the
confidence and drive to start their own businesses
and realise their passion.
She wants to encourage these women to start a
business that would help provide and secure their
future. Living with a father that has a disability has
made her realise her passion and she is extremely
grateful for all his teachings and guidance.

June 21st saw the second instalment of
IPDM’s 2018 series of Capacity Building
Meetings as well as the maiden event for
the new Co-ordinator who, in conjunction
with Alex Frantz, the current DAD Team
Leader, planned and arranged the event.
The CBM, which was hosted at Epilepsy
SA’s Wetton premises, was specifically
designed to encourage a continued dialogue between members as well as the
organisation itself both generally and
especially around the them of ‘Employers
meeting Work-seekers.’ The event was
tailored to aid efforts to aid members’
efforts to network and better enable the
sharing of ideas. The specifics of the
meeting were designed to reach the Coordinator’s ultimate goal of fostering
increased member-involvement in the
organisation. As the Co-ordinator put it at
the opening of the event, “Essentially,
what I want is for [the members] to have
a vision that I would simply execute.”
While discussion between the 36
attendees was the intention and the main
feature, representatives from Siyaya,
Epilepsy SA, Altitude Facilities Management, and the Small Enterprise Development Agency who delivered presentations
on their activities within the Sector as
well as on their individual mandates. All
speakers were met with a such a degree
of positive, meaningful engagement that
it proved a belief that both the Chairperson and the Co-ordinator, among others,
have held for some time: IPDM is not an
organisation made up of constituent entities; rather, IPDM is a community of likeminded individuals striving towards a
common goal.
According to feedback, the event was a
resounding success and has become the
new benchmark against which all events
must now be measured. The June 2018
Capacity Building Meeting, coupled with
the changes that are taking place within
IPDM as we speak, suggest that IPDM is
becoming a true force to be reckoned
with.

BOARD MEMBERS
RUSTIM ARIEFDIEN
Rustim is a Disability Expert Extraordinaire. He assists businesses to “let the Ability
of disAbilityenAble their profitAbility”.
He achieves this through the BBBEE elements of the score card; skills development,
employment equity and socio-economic development. He ensures that businesses
are able to maximize their points on the BBBEE scorecard and become compliant to
legislative requirements as laid out in the Employment Equity and Skills Development Acts.
Rustim’s purpose is the economic empowerment of persons with disability in Africa.
Himself a person born with a disability, Rustim has extensive experience in the development and empowerment of persons with disability being well networked in
business, government and civil society. As an entrepreneur Rustim has owned and
spawned numerous enterprises specializing in Disability Economic Empowerment.
Rustim is currently engaged in his Masters at UCT in Disability Studies where his
mission is to add to the body of knowledge for disability.

WENDY NEFDT
Wendy is the Director of Epilepsy South Africa Western Cape and she has been with
the organization for 17 years. Her core business in partnership with her management
teams is developing appropriate social and economic development services to persons with disabilities. For the past 6 years, she was instrumental in the development
of integrated skills and learnershipprogrammes for all persons with disabilities. These
programmes have impacted on the lives of more 1000 people and their families.
Wendy qualified with a degree in Social Work at the University of the Western Cape
and completed her Masters in NPO governance at the University of Stellenbosch. She
is currently registered for her PhD at the University of Cape Town in the School of
Public Health and Family Medicine- Health and Human Rights programme.
Her qualifications and knowledge in the disability sector has shaped vision for the
achievement and realization of social and economic rights for persons with disabilities. She has participated in and shared her expertise with various forums and networks including the WC Network for Persons with Disabilities, IPDM, the WC Directors Forum and the Learning Network for Health and Human Rights at UCT.

